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Emissco, a leading manufacturer of fluids and aerosols, has reinforced its 

global supply capabilities by exporting over 150,000 units of automotive 

aerosols and food grade products into the Middle East. Emissco offers 

customers turnkey, high value contract manufacturing and distribution 

services designed to introduce new fluids and aerosols to any market. 

 

“This export contract to the Middle East is the latest example of our global reach, as 

well as our large fluid and aerosol production capacity,” says Neil Harrison, Sales 

Director at Emissco. 

 

“We are a trusted fluid and aerosol manufacturer and filler, with partners including 

Yara, the world’s largest manufacturer of AdBlue for modern diesel vehicles. Our 

turnkey approach means that we can offer tailored services designed to meet the 

needs of markets around the world.” 

 

Based at a purpose-built facility in Cheadle, Staffordshire, Emissco is a fluid and 

aerosol solutions provider. Able to develop, formulate, manufacture, package, label 

and distribute products – the business offers a complete approach for each service 

individually. This ensures that whether a customer requires an entirely new 

formulation, or existing stock manufactured and packaged, Emissco has the 

flexibility to meet all requirements. Automated, custom-built production lines provide 



 

high manufacturing capacity, suitable for delivering the quantities required to 

support global commercial distribution. 

 

“Thanks to our extensive in-house expertise, we are able to deliver a wide range of 

projects including mass production orders backed by an exceptionally robust supply 

chain. Delivering large quantities of AdBlue to garages and retailers nationwide 

illustrates our capabilities. The resilience we offer also means that we can reliably 

supply products worldwide, as evidenced by this latest export to Dubai,” Neil 

explains. 

 

As well as offering a multi-faceted service for delivering new fluids and aerosols to 

market, Emissco has a complete range of ready-made formulations designed for 

easy rebranding. These include ranges created for automotive maintenance, 

valeting, rail and industrial applications. This offers customers a fast, cost-effective 

method to launch new products or grow an existing range.  
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Image 1: Automated, custom-built production lines provide high 

manufacturing capacity 

 

Image 2: Emissco can develop, formulate, manufacture, package, label 

and distribute products 

 

 

 

The image(s) distributed with this press release are for Editorial use only 

and are subject to copyright. The image(s) may only be used to 

accompany the press release mentioned here, no other use is permitted.  



 

About Emissco 

 

Emissco is a leading manufacturer of automotive aerosols and 

maintenance sprays. The business operates multiple aerosol production 

lines, which have been purpose built to provide flexible manufacturing 

capacity to service orders of any size. 

 

The current Emissco range incorporates brake cleaners, fuel system 

treatments, grease and maintenance sprays. Focusing on providing high 

quality products and a flexible service to its customers, Emissco provides 

a truly turnkey service whether you require a small batch of aerosols or 

full production line support. 
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